
TIMOTHY LUBIN*

PUNISHMENT AND EXPIATION:
OVERLAPPING DOMAINS IN BRAHMANICAL LAW

1. Introduction

The Pallava king ˙ivaskandavarman, in issuing a copper-plate
grant of tax-free income to a group of twenty-four brahmins, warns of
the consequences of depriving those brahmins of their rights:

[6r40] atha koci vallabhamadena pilå bådhå kareyya kåravejjå
[6v41] vå tasa khu amhe nigahavåra∫a kareyyåma ti bhæyo ca
[6v42] varisasatasahassåtirekasamakåle amhaµ Pallava-
[6v43] kulamahaµtte bhavissabha∂e anne ca no
[7r44] vasudhådhipe bhaye abhatthemi jo sakakåle upari-
[7r45] likhitamajåtåye a∫uva™™håveti tasa 
[7r46] vo sammo ti yo casi vigghe va™™eja
[7v47] sa ca khu pañcamahåpåtakasaµjutto narådhamo 
[7v48] hota ti 1

* This research was supported by grants from the U.S. Department of Education
(through a Fulbright-Hays fellowship), the National Endowment for the Humanities,
and Washington and Lee University. Much of the work was done while in residence
as an affiliated researcher at the Institut français de Pondichéry. I have benefited from
comments from several colleagues following presentations of parts of this material in
Edinburgh and at the EFEO in Pondicherry.

1. G. Bühler, “A Prâkrit Grant of the Pallava King ˙ivaskandavarman,” EI 1:
2–10. My translation is adapted from BÜHLER’s. Similarly, the Kannada portion of an
inscription of K®ß∫adevaråya of Vijayanagara warns that “those who injure this meri-
torious gift (dharma) shall incur the great sin of slaughter of a cow or brahmin, or the
like (gohaty[å]brahmahatyådimahåpåtaga¬a)”: EI 1: 366, line 39.
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If anyone, out of pride [considering himself a royal] favorite, should
cause or cause to be caused [even] a small obstacle [to the donees], we

shall surely restrain him with punishment 2. And, further, I beseech
the future great warriors of our Pallava line, during the coming one hun-
dred thousand years and more, and kings different from us, saying,
“Blessings to him among you who in his time makes [people] follow the
above-written rule. But he who acts contrary to it shall be the lowest

of men, tainted with the five mortal sins. 

In other words, so long as he is on the throne, the king will exercise
his power to punish those who violate the terms of the grant; but if the vio-
lation occurs in future generations, when his own political power has
expired, he invokes a spiritual sanction: the crime is equated with the most
serious category of sins, with the implicit threat of karmic retribution.

An inscription of this sort (which is not at all uncommon) consti-
tutes a piece of legislation in pre-modern India, enforced by the state as
far as possible. Beyond that limit, its moral force is invoked and spiri-
tual sanctions are substituted. While the consequences of sin might
seem less daunting when set beside the immediate threat of punishment,
they have the advantage of not having an ‘expiration date’. This inscrip-
tion raises questions regarding the nature of crime and punishment in
India: To what extent do religious criteria and categories penetrate the
sphere of state-administered and state-enforced justice? Do different
sorts of offence – ‘spiritual’ vs. ‘secular’ – incur different categories of
penalty? And is there a corresponding distinction between the types of
person empowered to prescribe and administer such penalties?

This article approaches this problem by examining legal remedies
for misconduct, giving special attention to roles played by the various
participants in a legal process, as prescribed in Dharmaƒåstra and as
institutionalized in particular legal systems. The hypothesis is offered
that despite the appearance of some blurring of the boundary, there
remains a fundamental distinction between the legal treatment of the
spiritual and secular aspects of a given offense. 

2. The nature of the punishment is made quite clear in a parallel formula found
in the Mayidavolu plates issued by the same king (EI 6: 84–89 [line 7r23–24]): tasa
amho ƒårœraƒåsanaµ karejåmo, “on him we shall inflict corporal punishment.”
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2. Are ‘Religious’ and ‘Secular’ the Applicable Categories?

It is commonly said that Dharmaƒåstra does not make or recognize a
distinction between secular and religious domains, or spheres of author-
ity. This is the view of the majority of Western scholars of Dharma-
ƒåstra 3, especially those who believe that the distinction was a spurious
one introduced by the British. It is true that the Dharmaƒåstra has been
consciously constructed in such a way as to subsume everything within
an overarching system unified (at least theoretically) by dependence on
the Veda, and thus on religious authority. Nevertheless the theological
claim of vedamælatva (that Veda is the root of all Dharma) and the unity
of the ƒåstra should not be uncritically adopted by historians as the time-
less essence of Dharmaƒåstra. That synchronic view diverts our attention
from markers of disunity, such as the fact that, as regards legal remedies
for misconduct, we find two sets of standards, correlated with at least
two distinct human authorities operating in parallel: (1) the brahmins
who propound a set of principles based on spiritual status and the unseen
(ad®ß™årtha) or otherworldly (apærva) consequences of actions (hence,
‘spiritual’); (2) the king and his representatives, who act upon a set of
principles based on pragmatic ends such as deterrence and compensation
“in this world” (loke, laukika) (hence, ‘secular’). Caste elders constitute a
third group responsive to both of the others, and thus bridging the two
spheres, as I shall explain below.

3. Apart from those who were primarily concerned with adapting it to practical
application in the colonial period. Thus RANGASWAMI AIYANGAR (1941: 9) writes:
“Hindu thought does not recognize the distinction. Secular and religious considera-
tions are inextricably interwoven in Hindu motives and actions”; cf. MAINE 1861 (ch.
6): “Among the Hindoos, the religious element in law has acquired a complete pre-
dominance”; and DERRETT 1959. JOLLY writes: “The Indian king was believed to be
responsible as much for the correct conduct (åcåra) of his subjects, and their perform-
ing the prescribed rites of expiation (pråyaƒcitta) as for punishing them, when they
violated the right of property or committed a crime. The åcåra and pråyaƒcitta sec-
tions of the sm®ti cannot accordingly be put outside the ‘secular’ law” (p. 23).
Likewise, ROCHER 1972 considers a number of court rulings that asserted the separate-
ness of legal provisions from religious factors in the Dharmaƒåstra, and refutes them
by showing, e.g., that the actions of the king in punishing criminals purifies him, or
that in paying off a debt, the debtor clears himself of religious as well as worldly obli-
gations. However the claim that both religious and immediate concerns are present
does not in itself prove that the tradition did not or could not distinguish between
them, or even that the distinction is illegitimate.
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In what follows, I will prefer to speak of a thoroughgoing distinc-
tion between ‘spiritual’ and ‘secular’ elements within Dharmaƒåstra to
refer to the realms in which acts are understood to entail conse-
quences, observing that the two elements elicit separate responses
from different authorities. The Dharmaƒåstra as a whole may still be
judged to be a religious system: my aim here is not to segregate the
notions of law and religion. In fact, a preoccupation with this debate
has tended to get side-tracked into a terminological impasse 4.

3. Spheres of Personal Authority: Brahmin and King

It is recognized that the Dharmaƒåstra codes spring from a conflu-
ence of two textual sources: the priestly ritual codes on the one hand,
and the ‘political science’ (Arthaƒåstra) tradition on the other 5. In
fact the distinction between these sources seems to be recognized in the
later, “composite” tradition:

NSm 1.31:
dharmaƒåstrårthaƒåstråbhyåm avirodhena mårgata∆ | 
samœkßamå∫o nipu∫aµ vyavahåragatiµ nayet || 

The one who hears a case should conduct the legal proceedings skill-
fully, so that there be no contradiction between the texts on Dharma and
the texts on polity 6.

We find here a distinction between the principles of Dharma and
principles of Artha in legal affairs (vyavahåra). The implication seems
to be that ‘Arthaƒåstra’ stands for that part of the law dealing with
what comes within the purview of the king, while ‘Dharmaƒåstra’
refers to the principles derivable from the Veda, as mediated by learn-
ed brahmins. Unlike Kau™ilya’s Arthaƒåstra , however, the
Nåradasm®ti (1.33) specifies that when they conflict a Dharmaƒåstra

4. LARIVIERE 1996 is an attempt to sort this out.
5. OLIVELLE 2005: 13–16, 46–50, citing the earlier literature.
6. LARIVIERE’s 1989 translation, but with “and the texts on polity” instead of “or

the texts on polity.”
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rule trumps an Arthaƒåstra rule. On the other hand, the very next
stanza says that legal practice or usage (vyavahåra) (and common
sense, yukti) “prevails over Dharma” (i.e., general principle).

This recognition of two sets of principles that could come into
conflict (virodha) in practice raises the further question about the
notion of authority in this system. Authority is invested in various
forms: authoritative texts, authoritative persons (adhikårins, åptas),
and the valid modes of thought and action based thereon. These are of
course interconnected: for example, texts cannot be considered apart
from those who preserve and teach them and the ways in which they
are invoked or appealed to. A general discussion of authority in any
case certainly must move beyond scholastic formulas such as the
Mœmåµså definition of pråmå∫ya (‘authoritativeness’), which pertains
mainly to the Vedic basis of Dharma. I will defer such a discussion for
another occasion; here it will suffice to notice the disjunction between
the theological claim that the Veda is the ultimate source and criterion
of Dharma, and the procedural principle that the king is the ultimate
authority in deciding what is Dharma.

The “sacred” (viz., Vedic) basis of Dharma is justified by refer-
ence to the four roots (mæla) of Dharma, a sort of ‘trickle-down the-
ory’ of righteousness that establishes an idealized hierarchy of
sources. In theory, all Dharma derives ultimately from the Veda, i.e.,
ƒruti, which thus constitutes a source that transcends human wisdom,
and is apt to be deemed not of human authorship (apaurußeya). Sm®ti
represents a recollection of Vedic wisdom not actually ‘heard’ in the
ƒruti but recorded by the ancient sages who composed the Sm®tis. The
third source, where the others fail or are ambiguous, is sadåcåra, the
‘practice of the good’, or ƒiß™åcåra, the ‘practice of the learned’. Their
authority derives from their exemplary personal embodiment of the
Veda, achieved by means of their birth, virtue, and deep learning; the
fact that it is their åcåra that matters indicates that consensus and gen-
erally accepted usage among such persons is the criterion. Finally,
some scope is left for what is termed åtmatuß™i or the like, ‘what is
satisfactory to oneself’, which has usually been interpreted to mean
one’s conscience. This slippery factor is clarified somewhat in Manu:
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Manu 11.234:
yasmin karma∫y asya k®te manasa∆ syåd alåghavam |
tasmiµs tåvat tapa∆ kuryåd yåvat tuß™ikaraµ bhavet || 

If one’s mind is uneasy about some deed he has done, he should perform
ascetic toil on that account until he is satisfied.

Although it is still understood that the individual in question
should be thoroughly good (sådhu) and qualified (åpta) by knowledge
of the Veda 7, the criterion in this case is not established usage but an
inward sensibility, an emotional response to a particular act – namely,
a heavy heart – which signals the need for expiation; another inward
sensation, ‘satisfaction’, is taken as evidence of rectitude.

In this scheme, texts have greater authority than persons, and the
consensus of certain persons – namely, learned and pious brahmins –
has greater weight and range of applicability than the personal judg-
ment of any one of them. Of course, since access to the two sets of tex-
tual sources is mediated and controlled by learned brahmins, their per-
sonal authority simply reflects that of the texts; at the same time, their
personal views and customs have whatever weight they do because
they are taken to be indirect evidence for authentic Vedic knowledge. 

What is left out of account in this catalogue of ‘roots’ or sources
of Dharma are the other types of sanctioned åcåra 8 – that of different
castes, guilds, or communities, called lokåcåra or deƒåcåra 9 – and the
central role of the king in determining, applying, and enforcing the
principles of Dharma in the case of disputes (vivåda). When the latter
topic is raised, a different set of principles gets invoked. The NSm
begins (1.2) by identifying the king as the supreme authority, at least
in legal process (vyavahåra). It is interesting to notice, however, that
this reflects the relatively lower status of vyavahåra vis-à-vis Dharma:

7. As Medhåtithi (ad MDh˙ 2.6) and other medieval interpreters remark.
8. In fact, DAVIS (2004b; also 2004a; 2005) sees åcåra as the primary source of

law (as opposed to Dharmaƒåstra). This article, attending primarily to the ƒåstra as
jurisprudence, and to self-conscious attempts to efforts to put it into practice, must
skirt this issue.

9. WEZLER 1985 examines the role of deƒadharmas (= deƒåcåras) in
Dharmaƒåstra, noting the various views that ƒåstrins have had of their relative authority.
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NSm 1.1–2:
dharmaikatånå∆ purußå yadåsan satyavådina∆ | 
tadå na vyavahåro ’bhæn na dveßa nåpi matsara∆ || 
naß™e dharma manußyeßu vyavahåra∆ pravartate | 
draß™å ca vyavahårå∫åµ råjå da∫∂adhara∆ k®ta∆ || 

When men had Dharma as their sole purpose and were speakers of the
truth, there was no vyavahåra, no enmity, and no selfishness. Vyavahåra
came into being at the time when Dharma was lost among men. The
overseer of vyavahåras is the king; he has been made the staff-wielder.
[after Lariviere]

The golden age of natural righteousness is past; law in the sense
of legal process belongs only to a corrupt world, in which the king’s
role is to “wield the stick,” i.e., to punish the wicked 10.

4. Legal Principles in the Arthaƒåstra

Given that most of the råjadharma and vyavahåra material in
the Dharmaƒåstra derives ultimately from the Arthaƒåstra tradition, it
is noteworthy that Dharmaƒåstra is not the ultimately decisive crite-
rion of judgment in the Kau™ilœya Arthaƒåstra. In spite of the uncer-
tainty of the precise historical context of this work and its generally
ƒåstric, normative format, it gives the strong impression at many
points of reflecting an actually employed administrative and legal sys-
tem. It recognizes two triads of chief legal officers under the king: the
dharmasthas and the pradeß™®s. First group, the dharmasthas
(‘judges’), conduct the trial of civil cases (vyåvahårika årtha), and
serve as authorities on civil law.

The second group, called pradeß™® (‘magistrate’), are officers
under the samåhart® (‘administrator’; vide 2.35.7, 4.4.1–3, 4.5.13)
charged with assigning and enforcing punishments as a means of
‘eradicating thorns’ (ka∫™hakaƒodhana), and with criminal law more
generally.

10. For an earlier attempt to establish the relative roles of king and brahmin in
regard to punishment and expiation, see PRAKASH 1975.
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Both groups are specified to be amåtyas, ‘ministers’ of the king; their
authority thus derives exclusively from his. No mention is made of their
necessary personal virtues, nor of their caste status, and aside from the use
of the word dharma, there is little allusion to scriptural sources or divine
criteria. Instead, this-worldly support is required for a suit to succeed. For
example, labor disputes “shall be settled only on the testimony of wit-
nesses” (såkßipratyayam eva syåt); where there are no witnesses, the
judge must make inquiries at the workplace itself (Artha˙ 3.13.31–32).

In its discussion of judges (dharmastha), the Arthaƒåstra (3.1.38–47)
offers an analysis of the various types of admissible evidence (criteria on
which to base a judgment), which includes some explicit statements of the
relative weight of royal authority and sacred knowledge.

Artha˙ 3.1.38–47:
38. caturvar∫åƒramasyåyaµ lokasyåcårarakßa∫åt |
naƒyatåµ sarvadharmå∫åµ råjå dharmapravartaka∆ ||
39. dharmaƒ ca vyavahåraƒ ca caritraµ råjaƒåsanam | 
vivådårthaƒ catußpåda∆ paƒcima∆ pærvabådhaka∆ ||
40. tatra satye sthito dharmo vyavahåras tu såkßißu |
caritraµ saµgrahe puµsåµ råjñåm åjñå tu ƒåsanam ||
41. råjña∆ svadharma∆ svargåya prajå dharme∫a rakßitu∆ |
arakßitur vå kßeptur vå mithyåda∫∂am ato ’nyathå ||
42. da∫∂o hi kevalo lokaµ paraµ cemaµ ca rakßati |
råjñå putre ca ƒatrau ca yathådoßaµ samaµ dh®ta∆ ||
43. anuƒåsad dhi dharme∫a vyavahåre∫a saµsthayå |
nyåyena ca caturthena caturantåµ vå mahœµ jayet ||
44. saµsthå yå dharmaƒåstre∫a ƒåstraµ vå vyåvahårikam | 
yasminn arthe virudhyeta dharme∫årthaµ vinir∫ayet ||
45. ƒåstraµ vipratipadyeta dharme nyåyena kenacit |
nyåyas tatra pramå∫aµ syåt tatra på™ho hi naƒyati ||

38. When all laws (dharmas) fail 11, the king here is the promoter of
Law (dharma), since he protects customary rules (åcåra) of people of all
four var∫as and four åƒramas.

11. For naƒyati, ‘come to naught, be unsuccessful’ and hence ‘be rendered null,
invalid’, see also st. 45. The implication may be “when standards are collapsing,” or
more generally, something akin to yadå yadå hi dharmasya glånir bhavati… (BhG
4.7), but with the human king rather than the divine as preserver. 
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39. A matter of dispute has four bases 12: dharma (here, ‘righteous act’:
a sworn deposition or an ordeal), vyavahåra (‘legal transaction’), caritra
(‘local law’) 13, and the ‘ruling of the king’; each latter [of these] super-
sedes those that precede it 14.
40. Of these, an ‘act of righteousness’ is based on truth, a ‘legal trans-
action’ on witnesses, a ‘local law’ on the assembly of men, while the
command of kings is the ‘ruling’ 15.

12. The words denoting the four bases in stanzas 39 and 40 are technical terms prob-
ably reflecting actual practice that informed the Artha˙. Variously understood both by the
commentators and by modern scholars, the criteria for resolving disputes are listed;
LINGAT (1962) notes the sense of dharma here (cf. note 1), but only KANGLE (in his transla-
tion, but not in the glossary to his edition!) has recognized that the second basis is the
‘transaction’; an ‘act of dharma’ can take the form either of a truthful deposition or an
ordeal (from which a divine indication of the truthfulness or falseness of the defendant is
expected). Where the dispute concerns a formal transaction, duly witnessed – this is the
topic of Artha’˙ 3.1 – this evidence is of greater weight. The customary laws of local
groups can override the terms of a given transaction. But where a resolution is still not
reached, the king’s sovereign authority in the form of a ‘ruling’ (ƒåsana) is the final crite-
rion. All of these are valid, in theory, only insofar as they are in accord with the principles
of Dharma (writ large), but within that realm, the king remains the final arbiter and last
recourse. LINGAT is also at pains to point out that this type of ƒåsana does not necessary
acquire general validity, like a formal legal precedent, but applies only to the case at hand.

13. = åcåra according to LARIVIERE’s translation of a the NSm 1.10 parallel
(1989: 5), despite the fact that the next stanza (1.11) defines it as being based on
“what is recorded” (see the next note). Compare Artha˙ 2.7.2, where deƒa-gråma-jåti-
kula-saµghånåµ dharma-vyavahåra-caritra-saµsthånam (KANGLE: “laws, transac-
tions, customs, and fixed rules of countries, villages, castes, families, and corpora-
tions”) is something to be recorded in record-books (nibandha-pustaka);the com-
pound occurs also at 2.7.29. There is also the grouping pracåra-caritra-saµsthåna of
Artha˙ 2.7.3 and 10, which seems to denote “practices, customs, and fixed rules/con-
ventions”; pracåra and caritra seem to be contrasted in 2.8.3: pracårasam®ddhiƒ car-
itrånugrahaƒ coranigraho yuktapratißedha∆ sasyasampat pa∫yabåhulyam upasar-
gapramokßa∆ parihårakßayo hira∫yopåyanam iti koƒav®ddhi∆ (‘the prospering of
pracåra, the fostering of caritra, the suppressing of thieves, the prohibition of yuktas
[? KANGLE: “control over employees”]...’). At 2.16.25, vyavahåra can be ascertained
caritrata∆ (‘from written accounts’? ‘according to custom’?). A similar verse closes
2.22(.15), where it seems likely that customs or practices are meant; see also 2.35.5;
3.11.3; 7.5.20; 13.5.14, 24.

14. NSm 1.10 has the same, differing only in the second line, where, awkwardly,
vyavahåra occurs as the subject: “Legal process has four bases…; [each] latter super-
sedes the former” (catußpåd vyavahåro ’yam uttara∆ pærvabådhaka∆). Whatever its
ambiguities, this definition appears to subordinate scriptural criteria to social and
royal ones, and above all to the authority of the king and the state.

15. For a full discussion of the terminology and logic of this stanza, see Rocher
1979 and Lariviere 1989: 5–6.
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41. The [observance of the] proper Dharma of a king who protects his
subjects according to Dharma leads to heaven; the opposite of this
applies to one who does not protect or who strikes wrongly with the
Staff [of punishment].
42. For it is the Staff alone that guards this world and the other, when
the king wields it equally upon his son and his enemy, according to the
offence.
43. For, administering the law in accordance with the righteous act, the
legal transaction, the established rule, and legal reasoning 16 as the
fourth, he would conquer the earth to its four ends.
44. If, in a certain case, an established convention (saµsthå) or precept
on transactions is contradicted by a precept of Dharma, he should decide
that case by means of Dharma.
45. Should a ƒåstric precept conflict with some reasoning (nyåya) about
Dharma, the reasoning has authority (pramå∫a), for in that situation a
textual passage (på™ha) loses its validity.

In this passage we find two sets of procedural rules, framed in
rather different terms: that in stanzas 39–40, and that in stanzas
43–45 17. We learn here that the king has the authority to determine
what is Dharma, though in principle he should do so in accordance
with Dharma, which may more strictly mean Dharmaƒåstra.

In Dharmaƒåstra works, however, we can encounter some dis-
agreement on the general principle that the king rules in the sphere of
vyavahåra. NSm 3.1 declares that “one should never speak in a trial
unless he has been appointed to do so [by the king]” (nåniyuktena vak-
tavyaµ vyavahåre kathaµcana). But the commentator cites a verse
arguing just the opposite:

16. It is not clear that nyåya and ƒåsana are meant to be synonymous. Nyåya
refers to the reasoning applied to form a judgement properly, according to evidential
criteria, while the word ƒåsana denotes the end result, which may reflect the arbitrary
will of the king. Nevertheless, in both cases we have to do with a formal ruling that
concludes a dispute.

17. The main difference between these two formulations is that the word dharma
has a different sense in each case. In the latter it refers to Dharmaƒåstra as the set of
norms with which practical law is meant to be reconcilable. The caritra of st. 39–40 is
replaced by saµsthå in st. 43–44, but both may denote an established practice or con-
vention, especially as documented in writing.
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Asahåya ad NSm 3.1:
aniyukto niyukto vå ƒåstrajño vaktum arhati | 
daivœµ våcaµ sa vadati ya∆ ƒåstram upajœvati ||

One who knows the ˙åstra ought to speak whether or not he has been
appointed. One who lives by the ˙åstra speaks with divine authority.
[after Lariviere]

Asahåya explains the meaning of this so:

yadi katham api sarve ’pi sabhåsado buddhikßobhåc chåstrårthaµ
vism®tyåthavå lobhådinå kåra∫ena ƒåstroktaµ nyåyamårgam uts®jya
vyavahårasyånyåyayuktaµ nir∫ayaµ dåtuµ prav®ttå bhavanti tatra ca
prasa√gågata∆ kaƒcit sm®titantravyavahåramårgajño bråhma∫a∆
pratyakßas tiß™hati tena ƒåstroktavacanapå™hapærvakaµ pratißedhanœyå∆
sabhåsada∆ | evaµ prabodhayato vadatas tasya chalaµ nåsti | aniyukto
’pi ƒåstrajño vaktum arhati | yata∆ ƒåstraµ nåma devabhåßå |

If, somehow forgetting the meaning of the ˙åstra because of a distur-
bance of the mind, or departing by reason of greed from the path of legal
argument prescribed by the ˙åstra, all the court officials become
inclined to give a judgment incompatible with the legal argument, and if
perchance some brahmin happens to be present who knows legal method
according to the system of the Sm®tis, he should contradict the court
officers, citing passages from statements made in the ˙åstra. Speaking
thus and making them aware, he does not commit a technical error. Even
though ‘he is not court-appointed, one who knows the ˙åstra should
speak’, because ˙åstra is indeed the speech of the gods.

This is a defense of the notion that the truly learned brahmin has
more authority, by virtue of his learning in the sacred science, than
any court official (sabhya) has by virtue merely of his having been
appointed by the king. It is a practical application of the principle that
although the king presides over vyavahåra, the sphere of vyavahåra
itself is valid only insofar as it remains in accord with the higher prin-
ciple of Dharma, which is embodied in holy writ.
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5. Punishment and Expiation

One of the traces left by this dual heritage is a double set of cor-
rective measures prescribed in the case of misconduct: punishments

meted out by state authorities upon a passive convict, and expiatory

penances meant to be voluntarily performed by the wrong-doer him-
self 18. The first reflects a conception of the misdeed as a crime in the
eyes of the state; the second pertains to the sinful character of the act,
that is, its negative spiritual or karmic effect. 

These two principles come together in the Dharmaƒåstra, a con-
fluence that in some ways sets them on a par, and assimilates expia-
tions as another species of punishment that can be imposed coercively
by human authorities. Yet although there is some seeming blurring of
the distinction, religious remedies apply mainly in the domain of
åcåra (collectively acknowledged rules of pious conduct), while judi-
cial remedies belong principally to the sphere of vyavahåra.

Classical Dharmaƒåstra is thus the synthesis of two independent
streams of scholasticism, achieved by brahmin theorists who were, on
the one hand, interested in extending priestly authority beyond the
limits of ritual norms to define moral and social norms more broadly;
and on the other hand, concerned to anchor the role of the brahmin as
royal advisor (purohita) and as a sort of judge within a sacred frame-
work. The coordination of these two sets of normative principles how-
ever has led to a certain redundancy and overdetermination in treating
certain cases of misconduct.

5.1 Pråyaƒcitta
The earliest prescriptions of pråyaƒcittas occur in liturgical

sources, as a means of compensating for omissions, errors, and
mishaps in ritual performance 19. Hence, misdeeds of the sort remedia-

18. DAY (1982: 221) perceived that volition and agency are at the heart of this
distinction: “The basic distinction between penance and penalty... lies in the voluntary
character of the former in recognition of the principle of justice, and the compulsory
character of the latter as an assertion and asseveration of the authority of the law upon
unwilling acknowledgers of it.”

19. E.g., Såmavidhånabråhma∫a (see KONOW 1893); also: 1.5.6–9, 12; 1.8.5. TB
3.2.8.11ff. contains a list of sinners similar to that of ÅpDhS 2.12.22. BGS 4 pre-
scribes the mindåhuti and the hot® recitations as expiations for the g®hya rites.
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ble by penances include many that would never come in for the appli-
cation of da∫∂a: (i) lapses in the performance of ritual obligations; (ii)
acts and omissions that compromise one’s purity (such as eating for-
bidden foods: Manu 11.147–162), including many outside the control
of the person affected (e.g., getting bitten, Manu 11.200); (iii) defects
in ritual performance; (iv) misdeeds committed in a previous life,
which may be inferred from the occurrence of bodily disfigurements
in this life (Manu 11.48–54). But they also include virtually any crime
that is liable to incur judicial action and punishment. That is to say,
crimes are simultaneously sins, and so incur religious or spiritual con-
sequences as well as state-enforced penalties 20. 

According to Manu:

Manu 11.44:
akurvan vihitaµ karma ninditaµ ca samåcaran |
prasajaµƒ cendriyårtheßu pråyaƒcittœyate nara∆ || 

When a man fails to carry out prescribed acts, performs disapproved
acts, and is attached to the sensory objects, he is subject to a penance
(pråyaƒcitta).

Pråyaƒcitta is called for to rectify sin (påpman, påpa) or wrong-
doing (adharma, dußk®ta). The defect in this case is regarded as a per-
sonal, even private, matter. It may be signaled by mental discomfort,
the pricking of the conscience mentioned by Manu 11.234 (mentioned
above). However it is not merely psychological relief that is sought,
but a quasi-physical purging of the traces of the sin by a mental reso-
lution not to repeat the deed:

Manu 11.230–231:
yathå yathå manas tasya dußk®taµ karma garhati |
tathå tathå ƒarœraµ tat tenådharme∫a mucyate ||
k®två påpaµ hi saµtapya tasmåt påpåt pramucyate |
naivaµ kuryåµ punar iti niv®ttyå pæyate nara∆ || 

20. Jolly (1928: 263–270 [para. 39–40]) already perceived the operation of “two
systems of punishment [that] developed independently,” viz. “spiritual and worldly
punishments” (263). Both are prescribed for most crimes (pp. 267–268). 
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21. Understanding tasya as referring not to the (unstated) agent but to “that
body” (ƒarœraµ tat); Olivelle translates the first stanza thus: “The more his mind
abhors that evil deed, the more his body is freed from that infraction …” The rest is
his translation, but with a slight alteration in påda c.

22. Indeed, since Chapter 11 ends by noting that the syllable oµ by itself is
equivalent to the “triple Veda” (11.266), it seems to follow that reciting this syllable
three times fulfills a requirement to recite the three Vedas in extenso. Similarly, sim-
ply retaining the Ìg-Veda-Saµhitå in one’s memory is said to make a brahmin
immune to the taint of sin (Manu 11.262). Between these two extremes, in any case,
several individual hymns and other formulae are proposed as having expiatory value
(11.250–261).
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Insofar as the mind censures (garhati) its 21 misdeed (dußk®ta), that body
is freed from the wrong (adharma), for when a man is contrite
(saµtåpya) about a sin he has committed, he is freed from that sin. “I
will not do that again”: by this forswearing he is purified. 

The mind rebukes the body; the conscience thus purifies the way-
ward flesh.

Beyond such inward self-correction, other cleansing actions are
identified:

Manu 11.228–229:
khyåpanenånutåpena tapasådhyayanena ca |
påpak®n mucyate påpåt tathå dånena cåpadi ||
yathå yathå naro ‘dharmaµ svayaµ k®tvånubhåßate |
tathå tathå tvacevåhis tenådharme∫a mucyate || 

By public confession, by repentance, by ascetic toil, and by Veda-recita-
tion the sinful (påpak®t) are freed from sin (påpa); so too by giving in
time of misfortune.
Insofar as a man confesses to a wrong (adharma) that he has himself
committed, he is released from his wrongdoing as a snake from its skin.

The latter two means are spelled out at length. Expiatory recita-
tion runs the gamut from reciting all the Vedas (including the
Upanißads) three times (Manu 11.263) down to the simple remedy of
controlling the breath while reciting the oµ bhær bhuva∆ sva∆ sixteen
times daily for a month (11.249), which is supposed to remove even
the sin of killing a learned brahmin 22.
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23. Cf. såvitrœµ ca japen nityaµ pavitrå∫i ca ƒaktita∆ | sarveßv eva vrateßv evaµ
pråyaƒcittårtham åd®ta∆ || etair dvijåtaya∆ ƒodhyå vratair åvißk®tainasa∆ |
anåvißk®tapåpåµs tu mantrair homaiƒ ca ƒodhayet || Manu 11.226–227.

24. Where individual remedies (nißk®ti) are suggested in ViSm for these påtakas,
they are all voluntary penances, and following the lists of unpleasant rebirths, we find
the sections describing pråyaƒcittas (ViSm 46–56).

25. JOLLY (1928: 268–284 [§40–43]) provides a good summary.
26. Manu 9; JOLLY notes (p. 270) that this activity is mentioned in praƒastis prais-

ing the Candella kings of the 12th–13th c.: EI 1: 198 (ucchinna∆ ka∫™akaugho jagati,
line 5), 210 (dærådha∆k®takaµ™akasya, line 18), 334 (råjyam akaµ™akaµ, line 9).
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Ascetic toil (tapas) is packaged in a few generic forms that can be
applied to cleanse a variety of sins (Manu 11.212–227): the pråjåpatya
(or k®cchra), såntapana, atik®cchra, taptak®cchra, paråka, and cån-
dråya∫a penances, all special sorts of vrata (rules of self-discipline) 23. 

The consequences of unexpiated sin are dire. For instance, the påtakas
listed in ViSm 33–42 including murder of a brahmin, incest, theft, etc., are
said to lead to hells (nåraka, ViSm 43), to undesirable rebirths (ViSm 44,
Manu 12.53–81), or to physical defects or diseases in the next life, such as
bad breath or rotten nails (ViSm 45, Manu 11.48–54), all of which are
automatic spiritual consequences by the law of karma. 

Even before such remote consequences are realized, one may also
be subject to social ones: such sins are jåtibhraµƒakara, ‘resulting in
loss of caste status’, and apåtrœkara, ‘making one unfit to receive
alms’. But these are status changes entailed by the impurity generated
by the sin (a religious criterion), rather than penalties imposed by a
state authority. Loss of caste is recognized through the rite of
gha™aspho™a (Manu 11.183–190), an excommunication or ostracism
enacted by the outcast’s relatives. The ban may later be ritually re-
moved following the completion of a prescribed expiation (11.187) 24.

5.2 Punishment
There is no space here to discuss the vast topic of punishment in

detail, but some some general remarks are necessary 25. The state was
insinuated into the sphere of Dharma, in the first instance, by stipulat-
ing among the duties of a king the obligations of protecting and pun-
ishing. Part of this is ka∫™hakaƒodhana, ‘the removal of thorns’ (i.e.,
execution of criminals) 26. For this, the special machinery of legal
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27. OLIVELLE 2005: 46–50.
28. LINGAT 1973, p. 66; see GDhS 10.7–8; VDhS 19.1.8.
29. Manu 7.14–31 presents a quasi-mythical etiology for the king’s capacity and

duty to punish, and declares the manner in which it should be applied.
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process is set in motion: a complaint (våda, bhåßå) and a plea (uttara)
in court (saµsad), the presentation of witnesses (såkßin) and docu-
mentary evidence (deƒa, lekhya), and a formal judgment (nir∫aya) of
the basis of the proofs offered – all of which is derived from the tradi-
tion that produced the Arthaƒåstra 27.

The king is enjoined to conduct an inquiry and, in case of guilt, to
assign a punishment (da∫∂a). To a certain extent, his role was some-
times said to include enforcing the pråyaƒcitta prescribed by the
sabhå, when necessary (e.g., ÅpDhS 2.5.10.12–16, 10.1). From this
point of view, the king is “only the servant of dharma and the brah-
mins’ auxiliary” 28. Yet this opens the door to a more independent role
in prescribing corrective measures of his own, just like a god (VDhS
19.48, Manu 5.93). And while the brahmin codifiers sought to secure
their immunity (as a class) to such punishments, it is also clear that
royal prerogative was recognized as following its own logic 29.

Punishment comprises a range of penalties inflicted by the king or
his agents:

Manu 8.129:
vågda∫∂aµ prathamaµ kuryåd dhigda∫∂aµ tadanantaram |
t®tœyaµ dhanada∫∂aµ tu vadhada∫∂am ata∆ param || 

[The king] should employ first the punishment of verbal reprimand; next
a public denunciation; third, a fine; and finally, corporal punishment.

The prescribing of pråyaƒcitta has no place here; the aim of such
punishments is the maintenance of the civil order by means of deter-
rence (through public shaming, fines, and the display of force by the
state) and the elimination of serious offenders.
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30. Cf. VaDh 19.45; NåSm App. 48. WEZLER 1995 also deals with this theme,
arguing that death, even when imposed as a punishment, can serve to expiate sin (both
for the criminal, and for the society).
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5.3 Points of Convergence?
JOLLY has pointed to a few cases in which these two categories

seem to converge in the Dharmaƒåstra. He cites:

Manu 8.318:
råjabhir dh®tada∫∂ås tu k®två påpåni månavå∆ |
nirmalå∆ svargam åyånti santa∆ suk®tino yathå || 

When men who have committed sins are punished by kings, they go to
heaven immaculate, like virtuous men who have done good deeds 30.

Words such as ‘sins’ (påpåni), ‘immaculate’ (nirmalå∆), ‘ritually
observant’ (suk®tina∆), along with the talk of going to heaven certainly
suggest that punishment by the king in this case substitutes for a self-
performed pråyaƒcitta. Yet a glance at the context shows that the fun-
damental distinction between the two categories has not been effaced: 

Manu 8.314–316:
råjå stenena gantavyo muktakeƒena dhœmatå |
åcakßå∫ena tat steyam evaµkarmåsmi ƒådhi måm ||
skandhenådåya musalaµ lagu∂aµ våpi khådiram |
ƒaktiµ cobhayatas tœkß∫åm åyasaµ da∫∂am eva vå ||
ƒåsanåd vå vimokßåd vå stena∆ steyåd vimucyate |
aƒåsitvå tu taµ råjå stenasyåpnoti kilbißam || 

A wise thief, with his hair loose, should go to the king confessing his
theft: “I have done this. Punish me,”
and carrying on his shoulder a pestle, a club of Khadira wood, a spear
with both ends sharpened, or an iron rod.
Whether he is punished or released, the thief is released from the theft;
but if the king fails to punish him, he takes upon himself the thief’s
guilt.

It turns out that the punishment meant here is voluntarily sought
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31. OLIVELLE’s edition is the first to give this reading in place of dhåvatå; dhœ-
matå is supported by the mss. of the southern transmission, northern manuscripts in
old Någarœ script, and the oldest commentators, Bhåruci and Medhåtithi. For a fuller
discussion, see Olivelle 2005, pp. 959–960.
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by a “wise” 31 thief – that is, a repentant one who has recognized his
spiritual peril – to erase his sin and exchange heaven for hell. It
includes a confession, a standard form of penance; the blow to be
dealt by the king serves as a bodily mortification. The proof lies in the
fact that the actions of the thief are sufficient to erase the sin, whether
or not the king effects a punishment. Moreover, the king is at risk of
absorbing the sin of the thief. It should also be noted – although it
never is in this connection – that the same procedure is in fact
included in the chapter on pråyaƒcitta (Manu 11.100).

Another seemingly ambiguous case mentioned by JOLLY (p. 264),
Gautama’s inclusion in a list of pråyaƒcittas of a punishment inflicted
by the king (GDhS 23.14–16), appears rather to be a parenthesis inter-
rupting the section. It is the only instance there of a remedy in which
the king is mentioned and the wrong-doer has a passive role. There is
also no mention that the wrong-doing will thus be purified (ƒudhyet),
whereas this claim is repeatedly made in the section regarding those
who perform expiations. Hence this appears to be a true punishment
included in the section on expiations because of its relevance to the
theme of sexual misconduct. A further indication that this was not
intended to be taken as an example of expiation is that it refers back to
the earlier section on punishments (GDhS 12.2) for further options.

On the other hand, there are cases in which the religious remedy,
pråyaƒcitta, gets embedded within a determination of punishment.
Certain acts that are deemed sins are also punishable crimes: murder
of a brahmin, drinking of liquor, thievery, and sex with an elder’s
wife. If, for example, a guilty party does not perform the appropriate
penance, the king should hand down a fine plus corporal punishment,
such as branding (Manu 9.235–239). (They are also subject to the
social penalty of ostracizing.) But if the criminal does perform the
penance, he should merely be fined (Manu 9.240). The difference in
punishment seems to depend upon the repentance implied in the per-
formance of the penance.
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32. The syntax of this stanza is not clear to me. In cd, I understand k®två dhar-
masya rakßå ca tåryå… ca as the end of the direct speech, with the main clause ity
abhyarthayeta inserted anomalously before the second ca.
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6. Late Medieval and Early Modern Applications

The persistence of two distinct frameworks within Dharmaƒåstra
is mirrored wherever we find evidence of attempts to put the ˙åstra
into practice. Corresponding to the two domains, civic and ritual-
social, are two institutional structures embodied in the king (and his
representatives and officials) and a brahmin pandit (presiding over a
council of pandits or råjagurus). Three examples are offered from
three diverse regions of South Asia in the 17th–19th centuries.

6.1 Smårtavicåra according to the Laghudharmaprakåƒikå from
Kerala

A detailed description of a formal trial for adultery is found in the
chapter on smårtavicåra in the Laghudharmaprakåƒikå (8.1), a 17th c.
work from Kerala. Kerala brahmins are in fact well known for prose-
cuting women’s sexual transgressions. The individuals serving in an
official capacity in this process are:

The smårta, an expert in the Sm®ti codes
The investigators (mœmåµsaka)
The king’s representative (råja-pratinidhi)
The king (råjan)
The presiding priest (purohita, purodhas)

The purodhas appears to play no more than a ceremonial role of
presiding passively over the proceedings. The plaintiff brings the case
directly before the king, beseeching him to “protect and preserve
Dharma”:

LDhP 8.1.6:
yathå mucyeta sandehåd asmåd eßa janas tathå | 
k®två dharmasya rakßå ca tåryety abhyarthayeta ca || 

He should request: “Since this man (i.e., the king) may release [us] from
this doubt, he should thus both protect and preserve Dharma” 32.
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33. Based on the emendation of smårtañ ca to smårtaƒ ca; UNNI seems to have
tacitly made the same assumption in his paraphrase: “Seeing this the question of the
Mœmåµsakas should be reconstituted by the Smårta to please the representative” (p.
260). Otherwise, the text as edited by UNNI would seem to mean that the royal repre-
sentative himself rephrases the question to the smårta, but the opening words, d®ß™vå
taµ are very difficult to construe with the rest, since it is natural to understand the rep-
resentative as the direct object.
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The king should then send a brahmin who will act in his stead,
along with the smårta, and four investigators (8.1.7–8). The trial itself
takes place in the family home. The investigators propose the ques-
tions to be asked. Having been debriefed, the smårta and the royal
representative, together with the plaintiff, enter the house where the
accused woman is waiting (8.1.9, 11). Remaining hidden behind a
wall, the smårta questions her, while the royal representative silently
listens, his head covered by a veil. 

LDhP 8.1.14–15:
asamœcœnatåpråptau praƒnasyaißa kvacit kvacit | 
apanœya ƒirovastraµ bhætale nikßipet sudhœ∆ || 
taµ d®ß™vå samanudhyåya yathå mœmåµsakoditaµ | 
tathaiva p®cchet smårtañ ca jåyamåne ’sya sauß™have ||

If, at any time, a question is inappropriate, the wise [brahmin] should
remove his head cloth and throw it on the ground.
Seeing him [do this], and reflecting upon it, when he finds the elo-
quence, the smårta [?] 33 should ask [in different words] the very ques-
tion that had been posed by the investigators.

Once they have finished their questions, the smårta and the repre-
sentative are to reflect on the woman’s answers, and the smårta
informs the investigators of his conclusions, the representative (it
seems) continuing to monitor the process by means of his veil. 

Then they go before the king, where the smårta makes a report; at
this time too the king’s representative, although he should not himself
‘act as a witness’ by giving a report, continues to signal any inaccura-
cies by dropping his veil.

In this process, three brahmins take roles of responsibility: the
purodhas, the råjapratinidhi, and the smårta. The first is there at the
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plaintiff’s (the husband’s) bidding; the other two are appointed by the
king, but in different capacities. The smårta is there ostensibly on the
basis of his expertise in the Dharmaƒåstra; he represents a sacred or
transcendent authority, and thus ensures that the accused woman will
be examined “in a Dharmic manner” (dharmye∫a vartmanå, 8.1.19). 

The råjapratinidhi, on the other hand, is a stand-in for the king
himself. Although he remains silent throughout, and nominally “invis-
ible” thanks to the veil, he acts as a check upon the independent
authority of the smårta. Even during the smårta’s report to the king,
the råjapratinidhi, although uncovered and refraining from bearing
witness himself, continues to monitor the smårta’s accuracy:

LDhP 8.1.24–26:
åvedanasya samyaktve vaiparœye ca purußa∆ |
råjñas tatra na såkßœ syåt te tu mœmåµsakås tathå ||
anåv®taƒirå eva tasmåt tatra praviƒya sa∆ | 
smårtenåvedyamåneßu dattakar∫aµ vaset kvacit ||
åvedanasyåsamyaktve smårtaµ mœmåµsakå∆ svayaµ | 
smårayeyu∆ ƒrutaµ samyag bræyur vå svayam eva tat ||

As regards the accuracy or inconsistency of the report, the king’s repre-
sentative should not attest to it (tatra na såkßœ syåt); but the investigators
should do so.
Hence, although he enters (praviƒya) there with his head uncovered, [the
king’s representative] should remain somewhere [to the side], giving ear
to the things being reported by the smårta.
If his report is not accurate, the investigators themselves should remind
the smårta of what has been heard, or they themselves may state it cor-
rectly.

Although the LDhP stipulates that he be a brahmin, his authority
reflects that of the king. Even as the appointment of the smårta attests
to the role of Brahmanical learning in defining Dharma, the king’s
personal authority acts, by means of the råjapratinidhi and indeed the
investigators, to keep the learned doctor of jurisprudence mindful of
the empirical evidence. I wonder whether the author intended some-
what playfully to make this point in stanza 26 when he says that, in
case of misreporting, the investigators “should remind the smårta of
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34. The nyåyådhœƒa “should have jurisdiction over all religious matters. He
should investigate the truth, by judging what is right and what is wrong. He should put
the word sammata (‘approved’) on the judgement-deed, on all papers relating to con-
duct (åcåra), law (vyavahåra) and the penance (pråyaƒcitta)” (Kanæn Jabta, in AVV
1, p. 25; SL 4, p. 123; GUNE’s translation (1953: 111; cf. p. 32).
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what has been heard” (smårtaµ… smårayeyu∆ ƒrutaµ), playing on the
sacred and mundane senses of sm®ti and ƒruti!

In any case, this court apparatus reflects very well the nuanced
balance of authorities in this legal process: It is the king who fulfills
his råjadharma by appointing a qualified brahmin Dharma scholar to
ensure that the trial will be in accord with principles rooted in the
priestly tradition. At the same time, he sends a deputy to monitor the
process, under a pretence of anonymity, and to interfere when neces-
sary through silent gestures of disapproval. Yet even here, the
‘higher’, sacred authority dictates that this role too should be played
by a brahmin. 

6.2 The Maratha Courts 
One of the first Hindu states for which we have detailed court

records is the Maratha state. After declaring himself independent of
the Bijapur king and having himself enthroned in 1674 with Vedic
ceremonies, ˙ivåjœ reconstructed the old judicial system of the Islamic
Bahmanis and their successors in the western Deccan, giving it a
Brahmanical makeover. The old rakhtåkhånå (of which he had earlier
been a member as jågirdår in the Bœjåpur government) he remade as a
råjama∫∂ala or råjamudrå, a department within the dharmasabhå
(which however continued to be known more commonly as the huzær
håzir majlis, i.e., the judicial assembly of the Sultanate period), which
was convoked to hear major cases (see YSm vyav. 1–3). ˙ivåjœ also
appointed two special officials who reported directly to him: the
nyåyådhœƒa and the pa∫∂itaråva 34.

As under the Bahmanis, the Marathas recognized the authority of
the brahmasabhå and the jåtisabhå. These groups were said to exer-
cise, respectively, deva-da∫∂a or brahmada∫∂a, and jåtida∫∂a (or
gotåda∫∂a), as opposed to the råja-da∫∂a exercised by the judicial
assembly. Brahmada∫∂a took the form of pråyaƒcittas prescribed to
purge the sin; following this, the offender had to serve a meal to a
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35. GUNE 1953, p. 113; examples of such documents are provided.
36. MICHAELS 2005: 11–13.
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committee of his caste fellows; this jåtida∫∂a completed the correc-
tion and allowed his reacceptance in his community.

For penances, the case was routinely “handed over to the brah-
mins by the local public officers,” or the guilty party was sent to “visit
the brahmins of the holy places directly, or with a letter from his caste
people to the public officer, requesting them to purify him.” A fee or
fine might be charged to be paid to the officiating brahmins. The
offender was required to present a confession and statement of repen-
tance (the ‘letter of guilt’, doßapatra), and received upon completion
of the penance a ‘letter of purity’ (ƒuddhipatra) 35.

Hence, in criminal cases, three distinct, parallel steps were envi-
sioned: a secular punishment determined by the state; a religious expia-
tion prescribed by a council of brahmins; and a social ceremony
presided over by a caste-based committee, which served as a confirma-
tion that the prescribed penance had been properly performed. The fact
that this process was sanctioned and coordinated by the state should not
lead us to view the religious element as indistinguishable from the sec-
ular: the majlis had no direct authority to prescribe or enforce a
pråyaƒcitta. Ultimately, it was the jåtisabhå or gotå that decided on a
further penalty (gha™aspho™a, the social equivalent of capital punish-
ment) if the penance was not performed. Moreover, the use of the term
brahmada∫∂a or devada∫∂a to designate pråyaƒcitta ought not to be
taken as blurring the distinction between punishment and expiation: it
is a purely analogical use of the word da∫∂a. It is merely a way of
highlighting the parallel roles of the three bodies empowered to pre-
scribe a remedy, each remedy for a separate purpose.

6.3 The Nepali Courts
A very similar pattern is found in the legal system represented in the

Mulukœ Ains (royal legal codes) of 1854 and 1888, of Rå∫å-period Nepal.
In fact, it may have been brought to Nepal by the Maraha™™a brahmins,
who trace their origins to Maharashtra 36. As in the Maratha state, the
king had ultimate authority, which he could delegate to his Prime
Minister and other authorities. Most cases were in fact heard by a variety
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of lower courts of justice, such as the bhårådåri kausal (Court Council).
Such courts consisted of senior members of the Rå∫a’s family and civil
and military officers, as well as royal priests (råjagurus). However the
latter accounted for only a small minority. Of the 219 members of the
kausal set up to compile the first Ain, only 30 were brahmins.

The post of dharmådhikårin, on the other hand, was given to a
brahmin pandit learned in Dharmaƒåstra – that is, an authorized expert
(adhikårin) in the Dharma. His main role was to prescribe pråyaƒcittas
in cases of purity violations and loss of caste. The particular focus of his
duties is aptly stated in the order of appointment of Vijayaraj Pandey as
dharmådhikårin in 1845, which includes a virtual job description:

[7] …åphnå ßåtirajåmåsita bhara mulukakå cåra var∫a chatœsai jåtakå
[8] bhåta pånœ saµsarga ra chinako kurå pakßa jåci bujhi ƒåstra herœ
yathokta 
[9] pårœ chin anusåra bhe™i dhakßi∫å liœ pærjœmå chåpa lagåœ anusåra 
[10] pråyaƒcita dinyå kåma gara… 

Perform your duty of granting pråyaƒcitta by stamping the writs, show-
ing your sympathy to the people of the 4 var∫a and [36] castes (jåt) all
over Nepal after examining [in cases of violation against the rules of
commensality] the matter of cooked rice, water, contamination and the
final decision of the courts (china) enquiring and consulting the reli-
gious texts and collecting the gifts and offerings according to the final
decision of the court.

This jurisdiction limited to purity violations is confirmed by the
observations of Brian Hodgson, the British Resident during
1833–1843: “In such matters only has the dharmadhikari concern” 37.

The Mulukœ Ain (MA) of 1854 broadly maintains the distinction
between khat (punishment meted out by the state) on the one hand, and
pråyaƒcit (expiation) and patiyå (rehabilitation) on the other. For
instance, a pærji (a writ or certificate of rehabilitation) can be issued for a
criminal – including one who has had illegitimate sexual or commensal
contact – only after the punishment (khat) has been undergone; yet if the
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offense was unwitting (e.g., if food was taken from a person whom one
did not know to be impure or degraded), no punishment is necessary
before proceeding to a patiyå. In other words, even without constituting a
punishable crime, the act still has karmic and hence social consequences.

7. Conclusion

The fact that both in Dharmaƒåstra and in legal practice a dual
system of remedies persists from antiquity down nearly to modern
times should be seen to confirm several things. First, in both theory
and practice, a distinction was made between secular (or civil)
offenses and ritual offenses – that is, between ‘crimes’ and ‘sins’,
although many offenses may be both at once. This distinction corre-
sponds to a dual institutional structure according to which secular pun-
ishments were handed down and carried out primarily by the king or
his agents, while religious remedies were prescribed and administered,
and compliance certified, by a distinct set of brahmin authorities. In a
future publication, I will address the implications of this dual structure
for an analysis of authority in this system.

This distinction holds even in cases where a punishment is made to
act as an expiation, or where an expiation simultaneously satisfies the
need for a punishment, or where the state may be asked to intervene
with further penalties if the offender shows himself unrepentant. And in
general, the degree of convergence of the two systems is exaggerated,
with a single verse being cited over and over again to clinch the argu-
ment 38. I have shown that this verse, Manu 8.318, can be properly
understood only in light of the preceding verses, which state that the
purificatory force of the punishment lies in the sinner’s demand for pun-
ishment, which converts it into a form of expiatory self-discipline 39.
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The distinction is also reproduced in legal practice known to us.
In the smårtavicåra, even the investigative phase of the trial reflects
this dual authority, which is founded on the separate yet complemen-
tary criteria of ƒåstric principle and procedural correctness. The
Maratha and Nepali court systems employ a similar division of labor.

In all these cases – in the ƒåstras, in the Kerala trial, and in the
Maratha and Nepali courts – the third body, the caste council with its
power of ostracism, might be judged to bridge the secular and the spir-
itual spheres of the king and the brahmin. The ostracism is a ritual
matter in that it is concerned with the impurity incurred by the
offender, and its capacity to contaminate the family and larger social
group; it is a worldly matter precisely because it is a social conse-
quence of a sin. It must be noted however that the state’s perception of
guilt is not the decisive factor that would lead to ostracism. Rather, it
is the public awareness of the ritual violation of purity. Hence, the
jåtida∫∂a or patiyå should be treated as the social sequel to the expia-
tion, rather than as a truly secular measure.

The whole system is boxed and wrapped up in Brahmanical
paper; it is constructed as religious and simply ‘Dharmic’ in the end,
insofar as the only check on the king himself is Dharma and the auto-
matic sanction of karma: he cannot be punished; he can only perform
expiation. He has administrative and executive authority in legal
process, but that authority in turn is justified by the transcendent
authority of the Veda as embodied in pious, learned brahmins. The
result is a systemic counterpoint of royal and brahmin legal authority
that is intentionally religious in character, but this should not obscure
the outlines of the distinct components of the system.
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Abbreviations

ÅpDhS Åpastambadharmasætra (OLIVELLE 2000)
Artha˙ Kau™ilœya Arthaƒåstra (KANGLE 1969)
BGS Baudhåyanag®hyasætra (SHAMA SASTRI 1920)
EI Epigraphia Indica
GDhS Gautamadharmasætra (OLIVELLE 2000)
LDhP Laghudharmaprakåƒikå (UNNI 2003)
Manu Månavadharmaƒåstra (OLIVELLE 2005)
NSm Nåradasm®ti (LARIVIERE 1989)
TB Taittirœyabråhma∫a (GODABOLE 1934–1938)
VDhS Vasiß™hadharmasætra (OLIVELLE 2000)
ViSm Viß∫usm®ti (KRISHNAMACHARYA 1964)
YSm Yåjñavalkyasm®ti (KHISTE & HOƒINGA 1930)
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